We are working on some pages, their names being regularly changed, thus their links.

It might be great if it would be possible to have an easy access to pages via their page_ref_id. I can list the page_ref_id in tiki’s listpages, but when I use it to build a (more permanent) link, this doesn't work.

For instance it might be, in /tiki-listpages.php, when you use the option show page ID, to have links to wikipages by clicking on their page_ref_id (currently it's the same link as for the page name).

Also, when I do it manually editing the link, like this:
https://wikispiral.org/tiki-index.php?page_ref_id=155 (the page 155 exists), it gives me it's 404ing.

When I put the page with an alias in a structure, then appears the page ref id, and the number here is different that the one in listpages ???
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